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Aims of the day

By the end of the workshop you will know: 

• what you need to consider when developing an 

exhibition and how to plan for successful delivery

• how to write engaging and readable copy

• what materials can be safely used in displays and 

appropriate methods of mounting and supporting objects

• how to create text panels, object captions and 

interactives on a limited budget

• how to promote and evaluate the show



A display 

What goes into it? 

What costs money? 



Mounting a display

• Why do you want to do it?

• What do you want to achieve?

• Who is the target audience?

• What resources do you have?



Low cost consultation



Low cost resources

• Manpower

• Cases

• Mounts 

• Graphics

• Objects

• Interactives

• Publicity



Choosing the topic
Measure its quality

Originality 

Potential to utilise collections

Relevance and appeal to target audiences

Educational and marketing opportunities

Topicality

Interpretation approaches

Academic integrity

Is it consistent with the museum’s Statement of Purpose?



Refining the theme
It is important not to confuse interpretive themes with 

interpretation topics. 

Topics

Birds of the desert

Bird migration 

Native plants

Working steam engines

The Victorian kitchen

Themes

We manage our habitats to benefit both people 

and wildlife 

We need to preserve wetlands for five reasons 

Tropical forests around the world have plants that 

heal people

Steam engines changed our lives in three ways 

Living below stairs at Wilton House was full of 

daily challenges 

It’s really important for people to understand ….



Big idea / Key message

Relevance and appeal to target audience

• What do you want your visitors to remember?

• Is your message relevant to your visitors?

• Does your message say something different 

about the subject?

• Is your message clear?

Interpretation conveys ideas and encourages 

exploration



Audience needs

Audience 

group

Physical Sensory Intellectual Other

Visitors with 

young 

children

Safe for 

children

Low level 

displays

Comfortable

Emphasis on

interactivity

Bright, 

colourful

designs

Opportunities 

for joint

family 

learning and

play

Easy to 

assimilate 

written text

Time-

pressures,

might prefer 

short

bursts of visits
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Know your audience 1

© Mike Moore



Know your audience 2

© Mike Moore



Know your audience 3

Walkways:

At least 1200mm wide

Ramps:

1:15

Optimum  general viewing band from finished floor level

Optimum detailed viewing band from finished floor level

Figure courtesy of the informability Manual by Wendy Gregory



Set it all down in a brief

• Big idea / Key message

• Aims and objectives

• Audience

• Resources

• Interpretation strategy

• Implementation timetable 

• Promotion and evaluation

Share the vision in a concise, 
inspirational document



PLAN: the fishtank







Treasures from the Earth - project timetable 

27-Oct 03-Nov 10-Nov 17-Nov 24-Nov 01-Dec 08-Dec 15-Dec 22-Dec 29-Dec 05-Jan 12-Jan 19-Jan 26-Jan 02-Feb 09-Feb 16-Feb

Information collation

Sent documentation to VD

Briefing meeting 11

Design brief

Appointment of designer

Content

Text 1st draft 5

Text editing

Text final draft

Image selection

Image procurement

Object selection

Object labels

Object conservation

Object mounts

Objects for Torquay

Graphic content for Torquay

Design

Case & graphic support design

Sample graphic style

Sketch layouts

1st draft layouts

final draft layouts

sign off

printing

Activities

Activity handbook content

Activity handbook design

Activity handbook production

provided activities design and procurement

Publicity

Poster

Leaflet

Installation

Install Torquay TC, VD, AM

Opening Torquay

Vicky

Jane

Tom

Fiona

steering grp

designer

RAG

Host museum



British Schools Museum Hitchin



Excercise

• Get yourselves into groups of 5 

• Look at the objects set out on the side

• Chose one of the topics for a display

• Identify your audience

• Agree your interpretive theme and media

• Select objects for your display

Start to create your brief



Writing the script

Without a big idea .. interpretive labels 

contain fragmented unrelated facts with 

emphasis on providing information for the 

sake of information.  They also lack soul –

the fundamental meaningfulness that 

answers the question – so what?

Beverley Serrell



Interpretation

• Visitors will always prefer to learn about people 

rather than things

• Use storytelling techniques: 

beginning (provocation)  action  revelation/resolution



Main panel 

Image captions

Object captions

Quotations

Audio

Digital content

Folders/handlists

Words



Orientate the visitor

Mark the route

Convey information

Interpret

Stimulate conversations

Arouse curiosity

Uses of words



Effective use 

of words

More is not always 

best

Style, content, 

language

Structure







Label and script writing tips

• Use an active rather than passive verb

• Interpret rather than instruct

• Use provocative interpretive headers and sub headers

• Keep sentences simple, concise and direct

• Use non-specialist vocabulary

• Break text into sections.  Use sub-headings

• Relate description or information to visitors’ everyday experience

• Refer to visible qualities of an object to encourage visitors to use 

their powers of observation

• Remember that text panels are not books



Writing the text

Any label, any form of interpretation, is only

valid if it makes visitors look again at the

object it interprets and with greater

understanding.

Julian Spalding







Tobacco jar

19th century

Manufactured in Bristol

EXEMS : A6213 – A6215

Stoneware tobacco jar

Bristol, c 1890

Tobacco was bought loose and 

smoked in pipes until cigarettes 

became widely available in the late 

19th century.  Jars like this one kept 

the tobacco fresh.



Graphic panel

Title – 1 to 5 words

Attention grabbing headline 

paragraph –50 words max

Main text broken up into 

manageable chunks – 50 

words per paragraph.

Image captions – between 

25 and 50 words

Images – the number 

depends on the size of the 

panel



Graphic panel 2



Captions

50 words maximum

Legible, sans serif font

Exhibition style

Dark type on white

Short sentences

Stoneware tobacco jar

Bristol, c 1890

Tobacco was bought loose and 

smoked in pipes until cigarettes 

became widely available in the late 

19th century.  Jars like this one kept it 

fresh.



Exercise
Re-write the text below to take account of the tips mentioned.  It is the 

introductory panel to an exhibition Where land and sea meet

Whether it is called the coast or the seaside, the place where the land 

meets the sea has been shaped by the forces of nature which have 

created lots of different landscapes, habitats and resources.  It is 

colonized by over 10 million species of plants and, at the last estimate, 

12.2 million species of animals.   People work and holiday there.   The 

environment, history and culture are all marked by man’s activity, for 

example 3 tons of rubbish are cleared from just one beach in the South 

West last year.  

Different aspects of the coast of the South West are explained in this 

exhibition.  You can find out about pirates, a 17th century tsunami, 

crabs, the first surfers and lots more.  When you have finished you can 

go out and explore the area itself and find out what makes the coastline 

of South West England so special.



Images

• High quality

• Size matters

• Copyright

• Build an image bank

• Use your connections



Creating a label

• Have a standard width for your labels - try 130 mm

• Type the text into a text box template to achieve 

consistency and to provide a cutting line

• Use white or off white background and a dark type

• Choose a sans serif font

• Try a sample text in the gallery before making a final 

decision

• Justify left

• Position labels in a consistent relationship to objects

• Mount labels at 90o to the line of vision



Label making essentials

• 120 gm paper or heavier

• Word-processing software

• Foamboard or other mounting medium

• Spray mount 

• Scalpel & spare blades

• Straight edge

• Cutting mat



Using Powerpoint to design a 

graphic panel 

1. Set the size of panel you want: click file / page setup

2. Decide on your typeface and colour scheme

3. Type and insert your layered text in a text box

4. Add images to break up the blocks of text 


